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Abstract

In recent years, it has been shown that neural networks are vulnerable to adversarial ex-
amples, i.e., specially crafted inputs that look visually similar to humans yet cause machine
learning models to make incorrect predictions. A lot of research has been focused on training
robust models�models immune to adversarial examples. One such method is Adversarial Train-
ing, in which the model continuously trains on adversarially perturbed inputs. However, since
these inputs require signi�cant computation time to create, Adversarial Training is often much
slower than vanilla training. In this work, we explore two approaches to increase the e�ciency
of Adversarial Training. First, we study whether faster yet less accurate methods for generating
adversarially perturbed inputs su�ce to train a robust model. Second, we devise a method for
asynchronous parallel Adversarial Training and analyze a phenomenon of independent interest
that arises�staleness. Taken together, these two techniques enable comparable robustness on
the MNIST dataset to prior art with a 26× reduction in training time from 4 hours to just 9
minutes.

1 Introduction

In recent years, Machine Learning (ML) systems have achieved surprising success in several domains
such as Computer Vision and Natural Language Processing [17, 21]. In contrast to traditional rule-
based or symbolic AI systems, ML systems learn input and output pairings automatically through
labeled data. This provides them independence from human programming, allowing them to act
in complex scenarios without being explicitly programmed to. In addition, ML models have the
potential to scale with more powerful hardware and larger datasets, which is not necessarily true
for traditional AI systems.

Combined, these two properties have allowed ML systems to achieve super-human performance
in several settings such as Computer Vision and complex game playing. In Computer Vision,
large-scale datasets such as ImageNet [26] led to a race that resulted in more accurate Computer
Vision models such as VGG [28] and ResNet [14]. These ML models eventually surpassed human
level performance in image classi�cation tasks [13]. In game playing, Google DeepMind's AlphaGo
system used ML to act and perceive in a longstanding open problem, Go [27]. With a combination
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(a) Natural Image (b) Adversarial Perturbation (c) Adversarial Image

(d) Natural Prediction (e) Adversarial Prediction

Figure 1: Adversarial examples for self-driving cars (images replicated from Fischer et al. [9]).
Figure 1a shows a natural image taken from a car camera that is later fed into an image segmentation
model. The output of the model's predictions are shown in Figure 1d, with the car recognizing
pedestrians crossing the street and most likely taking the necessary precautions. In the adversarial
case, however, a small amount of seemingly random noise shown in Figure 1b is added to the natural
image. Even though the resulting image in Figure 1c looks visually indistinguishable to humans, it
causes the segmentation model to fail to recognize the humans, as shown in Figure 1e. Thus, the car
would act as if no pedestrians were crossing and fail to apply the brakes, resulting in catastrophic
consequences.

of knowledge from prior games and self-play, AlphaGo defeated the foremost human Go player, Lee
Sedol, in 2016 [6].

Owing to its success in several �elds, ML is closer to being adopted in security-critical appli-
cations. For example, Tesla [20] and Waymo [12] use Computer Vision systems to enable their
self-driving cars to perceive their surroundings. Instead of classifying objects, these systems per-
form segmentation, distilling an image into its various classes (e.g., road signs, people, trees, and
buildings) to aid the driving system in making critical decisions. Similarly, Apple's new Iphone X
uses Computer Vision to power its facial unlocking system [30]. The phone extracts facial features,
measures similarity to its owner's face, and grants entrance to contacts, passwords, emails, and bank
accounts if the two faces match.

In these security-critical applications, there are concerns about whether ML systems will properly
function to protect one's life and privacy. One prominent concern is the existence of adversarial
examples [10, 24, 31], inputs that look visually similar to their natural counterparts yet cause
ML models to make wrong predictions. For example, with self-driving cars, the adversary crafts
a perturbation such that to humans both the original and adversarial images look the same (see
Figure 1). However, when fed into the image segmentation model, the adversarial example causes
the car to not recognize the humans. These attacks can be constructed without full access to the
ML model [15] and can be implemented in the physical world [2, 18].

Given the above discussion, adversarial examples bring into question the reliability of our state-
of-the-art ML systems. Apart from the security implications of malicious actors being able to wreck
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havoc on large-scale, security-critical systems, these �aws raise two other fundamental issues:

1. Robustness to real-world perturbations. Self-driving cars not only malfunction with
random-noise-like input perturbations, but also on naturally occurring perturbations such as
rain, sleet, and snow [29]. In order to have full trust that ML models will ensure privacy and
safety in all scenarios, including those with real-world perturbations, we need to make them
robust to adversarial examples.

2. Alignment with human intelligence. One of the goals of AI research is to create a general-
purpose system that can solve a wide variety of problems. Oftentimes, we use the human brain
as an example of such a system. However, given that most adversarial examples use small,
quasi-imperceptible perturbations, a human brain would likely not be tricked [4]. Thus, the
existence of adversarial examples points to possible �aw in current ML systems: these systems
do not learn the same way that we humans do. Such human-like intelligence might be useful
in creating general-purpose AI.

Recently, several works have proposed methods for training robust models, models that are not
susceptible to adversarial inputs (see [1] and references therein). While these �defenses� against
adversarial attacks were shown to be robust in their original papers, many were soon circumvented
by more sophisticated attacks [1]. One defense that has withstood counter-attack is Adversarial
Training�continuously augmenting training with adversarially perturbed inputs. However, while
Adversarial Training provides resistance to adversarial attacks, it adds signi�cant amounts of com-
putational overhead compared to regular training. This reduces its practicality in the real-world,
especially in applications that require frequent model re-training. Consequently, in this work, we
ask the following question:

Can robust ML models be trained e�ciently?

Our contributions. In this work, we study the above question via two complementary ap-
proaches. First, we investigate whether cruder and faster approximations can be used for ad-
versarially perturbed inputs. Our results indicate that a balance point exists between the compu-
tational overhead of the approximation and the model's �nal robustness. Second, we develop an
asynchronous parallel implementation of Adversarial Training that provides a nearly-linear speedup
with multiple GPUs. Of independent interest, we analyze a phenomenon called staleness that arises
from using this parallelization technique. Finally, we bring our �ndings together to improve the
e�ciency of Adversarial Training, reducing the state-of-the-art robust training time on the MNIST
dataset by 26×, from 4 hours to 9 minutes.

2 Background

Regular machine learning training. A standard neural network consists of several weight
layers, parametrized by θ, that de�ne an input-output pairing for a certain data distribution D̂.
By optimizing a loss function, L, the network �nds better values for θ. Since lower loss refers to
a better prediction, the training procedure for a regular neural network corresponds to solving the
following optimization problem:

min
θ

[
E

(x,y)∼D̂
L(x, y, θ)

]
. (1)
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This optimization is typically done using Stochastic Gradient Descent.

Adversarial examples. Recall that adversarial examples are small input perturbations1 that
cause ML models to make wrong predictions. Fooling the model corresponds to maximizing the
loss L. In addition, to make �small input perturbations� concrete, we de�ne the set of possible
perturbations to be S. Thus, the adversary tries to achieving the following:

max
δ∈S
L(x+ δ, y, θ). (2)

Set of allowed perturbations. The set of small perturbations is broad, including natural se-
mantically similar perturbations such as rain and snow and other distortions such as rotations and
translations [8]. While robustness to all perturbations is an important topic of research, it is di�cult
to mathematically de�ne perturbations such as rain and snow. In the absence of a concrete de�ni-
tion of small perturbations, we use the `∞ metric, consistent with prior work [10, 24]. Speci�cally,
every perturbation δ with components x1, x2, . . . , xn must adhere to the following constraint:

max
i
|xi| ≤ ε. (3)

Using this constraint, we precisely de�ne the set S of allowable perturbations, which forms an ε-ball
around the natural point.

Computing adversarial examples. In prior work, researchers proposed algorithms such as the
Fast Gradient Sign Method (FGSM) [10] to optimize Equation 2. FGSM uses the gradient of the
loss with respect to the input to form a locally linear approximation of the loss for any change in
input. It then takes a step in the direction of the gradient to maximize the predicted loss. The �fast�
in FGSM refers to the fact that the algorithm only takes one step of size ε, computing gradients
once and hitting the edge of the `∞ ε-ball immediately:

x+ ε sgn(∇xL(x, y, θ)). (4)

While FGSM provides a fast method for �nding adversarial examples, it relies too heavily on
the local linearity assumption. In reality, neural networks have complex, non-linear loss landscapes
(see Figure 2), which makes it hard to predict the loss of a point far out in the ε-ball [24]. As
such, a natural extension to FGSM known as Projected Gradient Descent (PGD) [18, 24] uses κ
smaller steps of size α. At each step, PGD re-computes gradients relative to its current solution and
projects back into the ε-ball. Intuitively, by re-measuring the local linearity at several checkpoints
along its optimization trajectory, PGD relies less on any one approximation. This leads to better
adversarial examples than those produced by FGSM [24]:

xt+1 = Πx+S(xt + α sgn(∇xtL(xt, y, θ))). (5)

In Equation 5, Πx+S refers to projection back into the ε-ball surrounding the natural point.
By projecting at each timestep, we ensure we always stay within the constraints. Speci�cally, for
an adversarial example v with components v1, v2, . . . , vn, a natural example x with components
x1, x2, . . . , xn, and an `∞ constraint, projection ensures that vi lies between xi − ε and xi + ε.

1After all, if the adversary was unconstrained, he could simply use an image from a di�erent class.
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Figure 2: An actual neural network loss landscape from Li et al. [23]. Although the x and y
axes represent changes in the network parameters rather than the network inputs, the visualization
still leads to an important observation: neural networks have highly complex, non-concave loss
landscapes. If a single-step adversary such as FGSM [10] tries to approximate a far-away local
maxima with locally linear information, it might not arrive at a reasonable solution.

Training a robust deep neural network (DNN). One natural way of achieving robustness is
Adversarial Training. Instead of training on natural examples, the DNN simulates the adversary,
computes adversarial examples, and trains on them. It then updates its weight parameters, θ, to
re�ect its new knowledge of the adversary and its own prior �aws. Since the adversary continually
points out new �aws to the network, the DNN needs several timesteps of Adversarial Training to
achieve robustness.

Combining Equation 1 for natural DNN training with Equation 2 for the adversary's objective,
we arrive at the following min-max saddle-point formulation for Adversarial Training:

min
θ
ρ(θ), where ρ(θ) = E

(x,y)∼D̂

[
max
δ∈S
L(x+ δ, y; θ)

]
. (6)

This equation can be solved in practice using Danskin's Theorem [5, 3], which says that the gradients
of the loss, ∇θL(x+δ; y; θ), are equivalent to the gradients of the max loss, ∇θ maxδ∈S L(x+δ; y; θ),
when δ is a global maximum. However, as the loss function is non-concave (see Figure 2), the
solutions yielded by PGD are actually local maxima, not global maximum. Nonetheless, using a
su�ciently large number of steps usually leads to strong-enough local maxima to solve the min-max
problem.

Thus, we use the descent direction provided by∇θL(x+δ; y; θ) to minimize the max loss and solve
the saddle point problem. For a strong-enough inner adversary, this procedure yields universally
robust DNNs (i.e., DNNs robust to any �rst-order adversary constrained by the `∞ norm) [24, 1].

Intuitively, Adversarial Training corresponds to a two-player game. When competing against an
�opponent�, it is necessary to understand how that opponent �plays�. Similarly, training a robust
DNN can be viewed within this context. Throughout the training procedure, the adversary tries
to exploit the DNN's �awed feature mappings. To defeat the adversary, the DNN must then
�understand� how it is being exploited by training on adversarial examples.
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3 Towards E�cient Robust Training

As the universal robustness described in Section 2 is highly desirable, we improve the practicality
of Adversarial Training in the following sections by addressing its e�ciency.

While PGD builds upon FGSM by using a multi-step optimization procedure, it also introduces
signi�cant computation overhead. For each added step, the algorithm must compute one additional
set of gradients using the Backpropagation algorithm [25], a slow process. For example, with the
current implementation of PGD in the M¡dry Lab MNIST Challenge [19], the added bene�t of
increased strength maximizers comes at the cost of a roughly 40× longer training procedure. In
Section 4, we study the broad impact of using a fewer number of steps and use our �ndings to
drastically reduce the computational overhead of Adversarial Training.

Another downside of Adversarial Training is its synchronous nature. With each iteration of the
min-max problem in Equation 6, the outer minimization process waits for the inner maximization to
�nish, and vice-versa. This increases the overall time to execute Adversarial Training. In addition,
we cannot use multiple GPUs to speed up computation of a single adversarial batch since PGD is
an inherently sequential process.

Instead, in Section 5 we develop an asynchronous implementation of PGD wherein the adversary
and trainer work independently. This allows for multiple GPUs to drastically speed up adversarial
example computation. However, it also results in staleness, or the adversarial examples pointing out
�aws from previous network timesteps. We study staleness in-depth through extensive experiments,
and we arrive at a �nal asynchronous implementation that gains a roughly-linear speedup as more
GPUs become available.

Finally, combining our studies of attacker power and asynchrony, we present our results for
e�cient Adversarial Training on the MNIST dataset [22]. Using both techniques, we achieve a 26×
reduction in training time from 4 hours to 9 minutes.

4 Understanding Attacker Power

To solve the min-max optimization problem in Equation 6 and train a robust model, Danskin's
Theorem proves that we should use a global maximum adversarial example to calculate gradients
for descent directions. However, �nding the global maximum in a non-concave, highly complex
loss landscape is nearly impossible and would take far too long to compute. As such, researchers
have used �rst-order methods such as FGSM and PGD to compute approximate global maximum,
sacri�cing quality for speed of computation [10, 24]. While it has been shown that FGSM Adversarial
Training is not robust (see [24] and references therein), a less powerful PGD attack might still provide
robustness. Thus, in this section, we investigate the trade-o� between the quality of adversarial
examples and their computational overheads.

The quality of adversarial examples (e.g., their ability to maximize loss) is a function of the
number of steps used to create them. Given a constant epsilon, ε, we split the overall trajectory
into κ equally sized steps, recalculating gradients and a descent direction at each step. Since PGD
uses �rst-order gradients to form a locally linear approximation at each step, a larger number of
steps results in a smaller step size and less reliance on the approximation. Given how actual neural
network landscapes are complex and non-linear, using more steps should therefore yield better
quality adversarial examples, helping both the inner maximization, outer minimization, and overall
robustness.
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(a) Trained with FGSM
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(b) Trained with κ = 4 PGD
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(c) Trained with κ = 8 PGD
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(d) Trained with κ = 128 PGD

Figure 3: Figures 3a, 3b, 3c, and 3d show adversarial loss on the testing set for networks trained
with a κ = 1, 4, 8, and 128 PGD adversary, respectively. The four lines within each �gure display
the loss graph for a κ = 1, 4, 8, and 128 PGD adversary attacking that respective network. While
the networks trained with κ = 1 and 4 PGD adversaries are only robust to the attacks they trained
on, the κ = 8 and 128 networks exhibit robustness against a wide range of attacks.

While using more steps results in better maxima, it also comes with signi�cant computational
costs. With normal training, each iteration of the outer minimization problem would only take
one pass of the relatively slow Backpropagation algorithm. Adversarial Training, however, requires
additional passes for each additional step, a linear increase in training time. With the trade-o�
between strength of adversarial examples and training time, the following question arises:

Is there a balance between attacker strength and training time?

Adversarial Training with a weak attack. Upon �rst glance, low-power and high-power PGD
adversaries all perform the same for a network trained with a powerful adversary such as PGD with
κ = 8 or 128 (see Figures 3c and 3d). However, their similar loss values result from the network's
strong robustness: every �rst-order attack will have low loss because the network has become robust
to all of them. Conversely, Figures 3a and 3b show the intriguing di�erence between adversarial
power when weak attacks are used to train the model. Not only do higher power adversaries yield
higher loss, but also the adversary used to train the network has a loss near 0 for a signi�cant
portion of training. Is this because the network has simply gained robustness against the weak
adversary it was trained on, or is something more interesting going on?

Our evidence points to the latter. First, observe that for the networks trained with κ = 1 and
4 PGD, adversarial accuracy on the training set for that speci�c attacker goes to nearly 100% after
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(a) Train Accuracy, FGSM Training
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(b) Train Accuracy, κ = 4 PGD Training
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(c) Test Accuracy, FGSM Training
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(d) Test Accuracy, κ = 4 PGD Training

Figure 4: Figures 4a and 4b show adversarial accuracy on the training set for networks trained
with a κ = 1 and 4 PGD adversary, respectively. Figures 4c and 4d show adversarial accuracy on
the testing set for networks trained with a κ = 1 and 4 PGD adversary, respectively. The four
lines within each �gure display the accuracies for a κ = 1, 4, 8, and 128 PGD adversary attacking
that respective network. The 100% train accuracy against the κ = 1 adversary in Figure 4a and
the κ = 4 adversary in Figure 4b point towards these networks memorizing their attacker training
distribution. The corresponding near-100% test accuracy in Figures 4c and 4d points to a much
more intriguing phenomenon: gradient shattering [1].

a small number of training steps (see Figures 4a and 4b). Since natural accuracy for these MNIST
models hovers around 98% and the adversarial setting is harder than its natural counterpart, these
networks likely memorized the distribution of possible weak adversarial examples in the training
set to achieve 100% adversarial accuracy. Indeed, recent work has shown that even state-of-the-
art CNN's are capable of memorizing completely random input data [32]. Since the adversarial
examples are not fully random and instead rely on the underlying distribution of natural training
images, the network could certainly have memorized them.

However, more intriguing is the near 100% adversarial accuracy on the testing set (see Figures 4c
and 4d). Firstly, adversarial accuracy for a higher κ, stronger adversary should never be higher than
that of a lower κ, but it is in Figure 4d. In addition, the network never had the opportunity to
memorize images in the testing set, yet it still managed near-perfect accuracy against an adver-
sarial attack of the same strength it was trained on. Taken together, both observations point to a
phenomena called gradient shattering introduced by Athalye et al. [1]. When one trains a network
with a weak adversary, the model learns to augment its loss landscape such that any adversary
with the same strength cannot generate meaningful gradients. Thus, even though the testing set
consists of new natural images, the adversary cannot generate strong adversarial examples due to
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Table 1: Adversarial accuracy on the testing set for various attacks. Each value represents a testing
set created with a certain κ PGD adversary on a certain κ source network and evaluated on a certain
κ target network. The diagonal represents white-box attacks whereas the o�-diagonal represents
black-box attacks. The highlighted values show evidence of gradient shattering [1]: weak white-box
attacks on a weak network are not e�ective, but the same strength attack transferred over from a
di�erent network is e�ective.

Target κ
Source Source Source Source

Adv κ
κ = 1 κ = 4 κ = 8 κ = 128

1 98.55% 48.63% 27.16% 28.36% 1
4 57.34% 99.98% 54.18% 60.31% 4
8 96.40% 97.27% 93.88% 94.26% 8
128 96.28% 96.69% 93.92% 91.70% 128

the network's corrupted loss landscape.
The gradient shattering phenomena can be further evidenced in Table 1. All of the above

experiments have been in the white-box setting, where the adversary has access to the model's
parameters and directly uses them to create examples. In this black-box setting, the adversary is
not provided access to the model, needing to use a surrogate �source� network to transfer adversarial
examples to a �target� network. For a black-box attack on the networks trained with κ = 1 and
4, notice how an adversary using the exact same power PGD manages to break the networks even
though that same adversary cannot break the networks in a white-box setting. This indicates that
networks trained with weak adversaries shatter their gradients to achieve robustness. Unfortunately,
this method does not provide robustness to higher strength adversarial examples or even same-
strength examples transferred from a surrogate network.

Towards a balance point. In our experiments, we search from κ = 1 to κ = 128 in powers of 2
to understand whether certain strength attackers yield favorable balance points between the quality
of adversarial examples and their computational overhead. In the white-box setting, observe that
networks trained with a κ = 8 and a κ = 128 adversary both yield strong robustness against the
full spectrum of �rst-order attackers (see Figures 3c and 3d). This is unexpected since the network
trained with a κ = 8 adversary never saw the more powerful κ = 128 adversary during its training
procedure. One likely explanation is that with κ ≥ 8, PGD produces su�cient approximates to the
global maximum adversarial example, allowing the network to gain full, universal robustness on the
MNIST dataset. Thus, even attackers using a greater numbers of steps cannot fool these networks.

Furthermore, moving from κ = 4 to κ = 8 and κ = 128, we see no evidence of gradient shattering
in either of the latter two networks (see Table 1). For example, for the target network trained with
κ = 8 PGD, computing a κ = 8 example on the κ = 128 source network yields marginal di�erences
in adversarial accuracy (93.88% and 94.26%, respectively).

In summary, while networks trained with κ ≤ 4 lead to faster training times, they lack universal
robustness and exhibit gradient shattering. Conversely, networks trained with κ ≥ 8 o�er these
desirable traits while remaining otherwise indistinguishable (e.g., all such networks achieved around
98% natural accuracy and 89�91% adversarial accuracy on the test set). As such, we train our
�nal network with κ = 8 compared to the κ = 40 in the M¡dry Lab MNIST Challenge to balance
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robustness with training time. This technique provides a roughly 5× improvement in training time.

5 Asynchronous Parallelization

In Section 4, we studied trade-o�s with attacker strength to arrive at a 5× reduction in training
time. Here, we look at an orthogonal idea involving asynchronous parallelization to arrive at even
greater speedups.

Traditionally, researchers have solved Equation 6 in a synchronous manner, simulating the ad-
versary in the inner loop, feeding the adversarial examples to the model, and using the model
to create adversarial examples. While this makes the adversarial examples used by the network
fresh�they are computed for the most recent timestep�it also introduces signi�cant delays; the
minimization process must wait for the much slower maximization process before continuing. This
raises the following question:

Can we parallelize the inner maximization to make it faster?

Unfortunately, due to the inherently serial nature of PGD wherein each step builds o� of the
previous step (see Equation 5), we cannot achieve parallelism by applying multiple GPUs to a single,
small batch. Instead, we achieve parallelism by using multiple worker GPUs to simultaneously create
adversarial batches and store them in a queue once completed. Later, a separate trainer GPU picks
up batches from the queue, calculates gradients from them, and uses the gradients to minimize loss.

To demonstrate asynchronous parallelization, consider a scenario with one trainer GPU and
two worker GPUs. The workers start computing an adversarial batch using parameters θt from the
network at time t. Since both workers perform the same optimization, they �nish at around the same
time and add their batches to the queue. Assuming the trainer GPU was previously unoccupied,
it takes the �rst batch and uses it to calculate new parameters, θt+1, that minimize the adversarial
loss. Now, when the trainer takes the second batch from the queue, there exists a discrepancy
between timesteps. Since the second adversarial batch was computed for θt while the network now
has parameters θt+1, it points out slightly older network �aws, reducing its e�ectiveness. We call
this phenomenon staleness and study its e�ects in greater depth to arrive at a �nal asynchronous
parallelization implementation.

Simulating staleness. Real-world multi-GPU parallelization has several tunable parameters,
making it hard to evaluate staleness. Instead, we use a single GPU with a queue of size s to
simulate an exact staleness s that persists throughout network training. Speci�cally, at the start of
training, we �ll the queue to its maximum capacity and iterate through the normal, synchronous
training procedure. Since each example is processed in one timestep, if the example at the back of
the queue enters at timestep t, it will exit at timestep t + s. The di�erence between entrance and
exit timesteps, s, matches the di�erence in the network parameters used to create the adversarial
example. Since every example has this exact timestep di�erence s, we have a constant staleness s
for every adversarial batch.

The downsides of high staleness. Just as the models trained with weak attacks in Section 4
over�t to their speci�c attack, high staleness networks over�t to stale data. Within the context of
staleness, we use the terms �fresh� and �stale� to refer to accuracy on adversarial examples generated
at the current timestep and at a previous timestep, respectively. Consider Figures 5a and 5b, which
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(a) Trained with s = 32
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(b) Trained with s = 64

Figure 5: Figures 5a and 5b show adversarial accuracy on the training set for networks trained with
s = 32 and 64 staleness, respectively. The two lines within each �gure represent the accuracy on
fresh and stale adversarial examples. Even though each network was trained on stale examples,
we evaluate fresh accuracy by generating fresh examples for the current network timestep. The
di�erence between fresh and stale training accuracy in Figure 5b indicates that s = 64 networks
memorize the stale data distribution, lacking robustness to fresh adversarial examples. In contrast,
the s = 32 network achieves high accuracy on both fresh and stale examples.

show fresh and stale adversarial accuracy for networks trained with s = 32 and s = 64. While
fresh accuracy tracks stale accuracy for s = 32, it is much lower than stale accuracy for s = 64.
This indicates that high staleness networks memorize the stale data distribution, failing to become
robust to fresh adversarial examples. In the following discussion, we hypothesize on what happens
in the network training procedure to cause these issues.

The cyclic behavior caused by high staleness. Consider taking a snapshot of the stale ad-
versarial examples created throughout the training procedure, the same examples as those used for
network training. For regular robust training with an `∞ constraint, the adversary does not care
how many individual pixels it perturbs since the constraint restricts the maximum perturbation
(see Equation 3). Figures 6a through 6d show the adversary's choice to perturb what looks like a
large number of random pixels. In contrast, we notice that with s = 64 in Figures 6e through 6l,
the adversarial examples look a lot less random. Speci�cally, the set of stale examples shadows a
line segment that moves through the image and back again.

A game-playing analogy. Why do the adversarial examples cycle for high staleness? To under-
stand further, consider a thought experiment with a game of rock, paper, and scissors. For each
move made by a player, there is exactly one other move that wins against it, losses against it, and
ties against it. Thus, if the adversary played randomly, the optimal move is to randomly choose
an action, yielding a 1/3 chance of winning, a 1/3 chance of losing, and a 1/3 chance of tying.
Now consider a large lag between the adversary's actions and when they are played out (i.e., add
staleness). If by random chance the player has several rocks that win, he might put more weight
into that action, playing it more often. The adversary would certainly punish this decision, but his
paper moves would not appear for several more turns.

Finally, once the model gets �ooded by paper, it learns to switch its weights, constantly playing
scissors instead. In response, the adversary changes to rock, but its actions still show paper due
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(a) s = 0 (b) s = 0 (c) s = 0 (d) s = 0

(e) s = 64 (f) s = 64 (g) s = 64 (h) s = 64

(i) s = 64 (j) s = 64 (k) s = 64 (l) s = 64

Figure 6: Figures 6a through 6d show adversarial examples at sequential timesteps for a network
trained with no staleness. Figures 6e through 6l show adversarial examples at sequential timesteps
for a network trained with s = 64. Note how the former looks nearly random while the latter
shows a line segment cycling through the image. This cyclic behavior is one the drawbacks of high
staleness: the network and adversary become entranced in a cat-and-mouse game trying to catch
up with each other.

to the lag. This cat and mouse game would continue with the model switching to paper and the
adversary switching to scissors until the model �nally ends back where it started�rock.

This rock, paper, scissors analogy intuitively shows that cyclic behavior is caused by staleness
between the player and the adversary. Both parties play the same move for a considerable amount of
time due to the lag in their actions, resulting in a seemingly never-ending cycle. Drawing parallels
between the rock, paper, scissors thought experiment and Adversarial Training, we believe high
staleness also causes cyclic behavior, as evidenced by the line segments in Figure 6.
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Figure 7: The broken s = 64 network training for 300,000 steps instead of our usual 60,000.
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Figure 8: Figures 8a and 8b show �nal adversary and natural accuracies, respectively, on the testing
set for varying values of staleness. We increment staleness on the x-axis in powers of 2.

Breaking the cycles. Interestingly enough, we found that in some cases the cycles can be stopped
by training the network with more timesteps. We took a network trained with s = 64 that previously
exhibited memorization issues and let it run for 300,000 training steps instead of 60,000 training
steps.

Figure 7 shows the results. About halfway through training, fresh adversarial accuracy suddenly
climbs up to match stale adversarial accuracy and closely tracks it for the rest of training. While
it is unclear what exactly happened here, one theory is that the cyclic staleness behavior has a
certain entropy over time. For higher staleness, it takes a longer build-up of this entropy to break
the network's paralysis, but eventually it could happen.

Unfortunately, in the real-world it is impractical to train networks for 300,000 timesteps due to
the signi�cantly increased computation time. Thus, we pursue a balance between high staleness,
which allows for greater parallelization, and its drawbacks, which include memorization, lack of
robustness, and cyclic behavior.

Towards a suitable staleness value. In our experiments, we search between staleness values
from 1 to 1024 in powers of 2 to determine if there is a clear breaking point where the e�ects of
staleness hinder robustness. In Figure 8a, we plot the �nal adversarial accuracy on the test set as
a function of a greater variety of staleness values.

We note a similar phenomena as before (see Figure 5) regarding the di�erence between s = 32
and 64. For s ≤ 32, the �nal adversarial accuracy on the testing set remains about the same at 90%.
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Figure 9: The speedup we achieve from using more GPUs in our asynchronous implementation of
Adversarial Training. The baseline here (i.e., number of GPUs = 1) is regular PGD Adversarial
Training with κ = 8. All subsequent runs use that same number of steps. Using asynchronous
parallelization, we achieve a roughly-linear speedup as more GPUs are added.

However, after s = 32, adversarial accuracy drops down from 90% to around 5%, a major decrease
that indicates a lack of robustness. Thus, for MNIST it appears that a network trained with s = 32
manages to achieve su�cient robustness, all while keeping a natural accuracy of around 98% (see
Figure 8b).

Implementing Asynchronous Parallelization Finally, we bring staleness into the real world
by implementing asynchronous parallelization. To achieve parallelism, we use between 0�7 worker
GPUs and 1 trainer GPU. Between the workers and trainer sits a shared memory queue to store
completed adversarial batches, and we restrict the queue's maximum size to mitigate staleness.
Finally, we curb staleness by also having the trainer GPU re-save the model's parameters every 100
training steps, a fairly rapid pace.

In Figure 9, we plot the speedup as a function of the number of GPUs. Speedup is the time
taken to train the baseline divided by the time taken to run the actual trial. Compared to the ideal
linear-speedup shown in orange, we achieve slightly worse speedup for 2 GPUs since the trainer
spends most of its time waiting for adversarial batches on the queue. We note that this can be �xed
if the trainer also computes adversarial examples in its spare time waiting.

However, after 2 GPUs, we see an almost-linear speedup as the number of GPUs increases. By
the time we get to 7 GPUs, we reach a nearly 5× speedup and start to plateau. By this time, the
worker GPUs combined begin to produce adversarial batches at a faster rate than the network can
consume them. This causes the queue to �ll up, blocking the workers from being utilized until the
queue has more space. It makes sense that this saturation point should occur with 8 GPUs. We
used κ = 8 for these experiments, so it takes approximately 8× as long to make an adversarial batch
as it does to train on it.

Comparison with the baseline. With our �nal 8 GPU con�guration, we reach over a 5×
speedup compared to the κ = 8 baseline with one GPU. This con�guration took a total of 9
minutes to train while achieving an adversarial accuracy of around 90% and a natural accuracy
of 98%. Compared to the 4 hours for the M¡dry Lab MNIST challenge code with k = 40 and
synchronous training, we achieve an overall 26× reduction in training time for the same level of
robustness and same natural accuracy.
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6 Experimental Setup

We perform all our experiments on the MNIST Computer Vision dataset [22], which consists of
65,000 labeled, grayscale, 28×28 images of handwritten digits. After feeding an MNIST image into
a classi�er, it must output the correct label, an integer from 0�9 that the image refers to. We use
MNIST here since it has been widely studied not only in regular Machine Learning community, but
also in the Adversarial Machine Learning community [10, 8, 1, 31, 24].

For all our tests, we use the same Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) used by M¡dry et
al. [24] and the TensorFlow MNIST tutorial [7]. This network consists of two convolutional and
max pooling layers with 32 and 64 �lters, respectively, and a receptive �eld of size 5. After being sent
through the convolutional layers, data is passed through a fully-connected layer with 1024 neurons
before �nally reaching a 10 neuron fully-connected output layer. We use the ReLU activation
function for all layers except the �nal layer, which uses the softmax function to create a discrete
probability distribution. The CNN is trained with the Adam optimizer [16], a variant of Stochastic
Gradient Descent with fast convergence. We use categorical crossentropy for our loss function, a
common choice for multinomial classi�cation problems. The same random seed is used throughout
all experiments, and we randomly shu�e the entire MNIST dataset and feed it in batches of 128
samples to the model.

To evaluate model performance, we use accuracy and loss across the train and test sets. The
train set consists of 55,000 examples, while the test set contains 10,000 di�erent examples. Since
they are mutually exclusive, accuracy on the test set measures the generalization capability of the
model to unseen data. In addition, we measure both accuracy and loss in the adversarial and natural
setting. In the former, we replace the natural examples with adversarial examples to measure the
model's robustness.

Unless otherwise noted, we use 60,000 training steps for each experiment and �x ε = 0.3, one
third of the 0�1 grayscale range for each pixel. For a given number of steps, the step size is calculated
as follows:

α =
ε

κ
× 2.5.

This ensures that the full optimization trajectory is divided into κ equally-sized steps. In addition,
we scale step size by 2.5 since all of our experiments use random restarts (i.e., before starting PGD,
we move to a random starting point within the ε-ball). Random restarts allow PGD to explore
new areas of the ε-ball. However, just as it takes 2 radii to travel from one end of a diameter to
another, it takes at least 2ε to travel from one end of the ε-ball to another. The 0.5 adds a little
extra tolerance for PGD to explore far-out adversarial examples.

Our baseline experiment is the randomly initialized model from M¡dry et al.'s MNIST challenge,
which achieves 89%�91% adversarial accuracy and 98% natural accuracy on the test set and takes
roughly 4 hours to train.

7 Discussion

Other parallelization approaches. In this work, we approached parallelization through mul-
tiple GPUs asynchronously computing small batches of adversarial examples. Another possible
approach is to use a large batch size, split the batch into several small chunks that �t into an
individual GPU's memory, and give the large batch to the trainer GPU. In recent work using this
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parallelization technique, researchers trained a Computer Vision model to achieve high natural
accuracy on the ImageNet dataset [11] in just one hour.

Instead of viewing this technique as competing, we view it as an orthogonal idea. To further
improve practicality, it is likely that techniques such as asynchronous parallelization must join with
other approaches such as large batch size training.

8 Conclusion

In this work, we present two approaches for reducing the computational overhead of Adversarial
Training: cruder approximations of adversarial perturbations and asynchronous parallelization. We
present in-depth studies of both techniques, push their limits, and search for balance points wherein
we do not sacri�ce crucial traits such as adversarial robustness. Combining these two techniques,
we achieve a 26× reduction in robust training time on the MNIST dataset, going from 4 hours to
just 9 minutes. Overall, our work moves an important step towards developing e�cient methods
for training robust DNNs.
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